
Chapter 4
Working with Text



Key Skills & Concepts

● Organize Sections of Text

● Format Paragraphs and Page Elements

● Add Headings

● Add Logical Emphasis to Sections of Text

● Style Sections of Text by Changing Font Characteristics

Now that you’ve learned the basics of planning for, opening, editing, and saving a web 
page, you’re ready to learn about editing the content. The original versions of HTML 

allowed you many ways to format text on a web page. However, most of these methods were 
deprecated by the W3C when they later revised the HTML standards. This means the W3C 
discourages the use of those tags, in favor of style sheets. Why? Because separating the styling 
details from the rest of the content makes for a much cleaner, more efficient web page—one 
more easily understood by browsers, search engines, and even your web site visitors.

Previous editions of this book explained those retired HTML tags—such as <font> 
and <b>, in case you’ve heard of them—as well as alternative ways to format text with style 
sheets. The only reason we continued to use those old tags was that many new browsers 
weren’t yet supporting style sheets. But times have changed, and there is no longer any valid 
reason for most web developers to use the font tag (or any other retired tags).

With that said, the rest of this chapter will focus on how to use style sheets to format the 
text of your web pages.

Organize Sections of Text
One important aspect of developing a web page is planning—especially when it comes to 
organizing sections of content on that page. A great strength of style sheets is the ability to 
easily apply groups of formatting characteristics to whole sections of text. For example, 
suppose you have three paragraphs and a list making up the main body copy of a page, and 
you want to see how the text in that section looks with a different font face and size. With the 
old font tag you would need to make multiple code changes just to try a different font. But as 
long as you’ve organized your content appropriately and used style sheets, the code changes 
will be minimal.

The key to all this is the div tag. Amazingly, adding a simple <div> to the code on your 
page will cause no outward change in appearance when viewed in the browser. In fact, the div 
tag does nothing by itself—it doesn’t even cause a line break. It is simply used as a container, 
allowing you to manipulate its contents later with style sheets.



 

Identifying Natural Divisions
It’s normal for a web page to have natural divisions according to the type of content found 
in each area of the page. A few common divisions or sections of a page might include the 
navigation, the body copy, the header, and the footer. The code used to separate each section 
might look similar to the following:

<body> 
<div id="header"> 
Header content goes here. 
</div> 
<div id="bodyCopy"> 
Body copy goes here. 
</div> 
<div id="footer"> 
Footer content goes here. 
</div> 
</body>

NOTE
Notice I didn’t use any spaces when assigning names to my divs. Instead, I added a 
capital letter to help readability when multiple words were used in a single div name.

Once you’ve set up basic divisions like this—leaving the formatting to CSS instead of the 
HTML tables—the possibilities are endless. Need to move the navigation from the top of your 
page to the bottom . . . on ten different pages? If you put all of it into its own div . . . piece 
of cake! Not only is it easy to move that entire navigation bar, you only have to edit the style 
sheet—and not the individual HTML pages—to do so.

DIV + ID
When using the div tag to separate content areas, you also need to add the id attribute to 
give each division a name (as I did with header, bodyCopy, and footer in the previous code 
example). In the same way that a unique Social Security number is assigned as identification—
ID—for each person living in the U.S., so should a unique name be given to each division on 
a web page. Once you’ve named your divisions, these content areas can easily be formatted in 
the site’s style sheet, which might look something like the following:

#header {border: 1px;} 
#bodyCopy {font-family: Verdana; font-size: 12pt;} 
#footer {font-size: 10pt;}

In the style sheet, the # before each content area name is necessary because this isn’t a 
normal style sheet selector. Instead of using a tag as my selector, like p, I’ve essentially made 
up my own selectors and given them names like header and footer. And because I used the id 
attribute to do so, I prefaced my selector name with a hash mark (#).



SPAN + CLASS
Similar to the div tag, the span tag also doesn’t have any distinct HTML characteristics of 
its own. The difference with the span tag is that it is best used to style inline—as opposed to 
container-level—bits of content.

So while you might use the div tag to add a colored background behind whole sections 
of your page, you would use the span tag to highlight a single word or phrase within a 
paragraph. The following shows some code that illustrates this:

<head> 
<style type="text/css"> 
#introCopy {background-color: #cccccc;} 
.highlight {background-color: #ffcc66;} 
</style> 
</head> 
<body> 
<div id="introCopy"> 
<p>Paragraph 1</p> 
<p>Paragraph 2</p> 
</div> 
<p>Paragraph <span class="highlight">3</span></p> 
<p>Paragraph 4</p> 
</body>

You’ll notice I added a hash mark (#) before "introCopy", and a period before 
"highlight". The difference is simple: "introCopy" was created with an id attribute, 
whereas "highlight" was created with the class attribute. Even though I named them 
both, they need to be prefaced by specific characters to let the browser know where to find 
them in the rest of the code (in other words, they should follow id or class attributes). So, 
when you use the class attribute, you always preface the class name with a period in your 
stylesheet. Likewise, you use a hash mark or pound sign before your id names.

TIP
While there are many people in a class, your personal identification (ID) is unique to 
you. This holds true in CSS—id selectors can only be used once on a page, whereas 
classes can be repeated as many times, and in as many tags, as necessary.

For Some Inspiration
One of my favorite sources of inspiration on this topic is the CSS Zen Garden (www.csszengarden 
.com). This web site shows how one web page can be drastically altered simply by changing the 
style sheet attached to the page. Each content area of this page is clearly defined in the HTML code. 
There is the outside container, which includes sections such as intro, supportingText, and linkList.

After dividing his page into these sections, the author then attached a style sheet with 
directions for how to display each of those content areas. Style sheets are so powerful that  
a few simple changes to the style sheet can cause the page to appear completely different, as 
you can see in Figures 4-1 and 4-2.

www.csszengarden.com
www.csszengarden.com


 

Paragraph Breaks
After you’ve organized your page into the key content areas, you can further organize the text 
in those content areas. As discussed briefly in Chapter 2, HTML is different from traditional 
word processors because you cannot simply press the RETURN or ENTER key to end a paragraph, 
and then the TAB key to indent a new one. Instead, you have to use tags to tell the browser 
where to start and end paragraphs, as well as any other types of breaks.

The p tag functions specifically as a container for paragraphs. This means you use an 
opening p tag at the beginning of your paragraph, and a closing p tag at the end. If each line in 
this nursery rhyme were a paragraph, it might look like this:

<p>Jack and Jill went up a hill</p> 
<p>To fetch a pail of water</p> 
<p>Jack fell down and broke his crown</p> 
<p>And Jill came tumbling after</p>

Figure 4-1  Creator Dave Shea’s original design for the CSS Zen Garden



This is the named character entity for “nonbreaking space”; 
you have to use this special character to force spaces.

Figure 4-3 shows how the browser would render this code. Notice how the p tag forces a blank 
line between each of the paragraphs or sections by default.

Even though the p tag is most often used to contain paragraphs of text, it doesn’t automatically 
indent them. There’s no regular HTML tag to indent and, as discussed in Chapter 2, the browser 
ignores any tabs and multiple spaces you enter using the keyboard.

Instead, you could use the nonbreaking space character entity (&nbsp;) several times to 
indent your paragraphs. In the following example, I used &nbsp; four times at the beginning 
of each paragraph to achieve a short indent.

<p>&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;Jack and Jill went up a hill to fetch 
a pail of water. Jack fell down and broke his crown and Jill came 
tumbling after.</p> 

Figure 4-2  One of Shea’s additional designs, achieved simply by altering the style sheet 
(and not the HTML code)



 

By placing the p tag selector after my 
bodyCopy selector, I’m telling the browser 
to indent only those paragraphs that fall 
within the bodyCopy div on my page.

<p>&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;Mary had a little lamb, its fleece was 
white as snow. Everywhere that Mary went, the lamb was sure to go.</p> 
<p>&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;Twinkle, twinkle, little star, how I wonder 
what you are. Up above the world so high, like a diamond in the sky... 
Twinkle, twinkle, little star, how I wonder what you are.</p>

Indenting with CSS
A more efficient way to indent the first line is to use the text-indent property in your style 
sheet. In the following example, I specify that the first line should be indented 25 pixels from 
the left edge of the paragraph:

<p style="text-indent: 25px">This is the first sentence in my 
paragraph...

While the preceding example uses an inline style to affect this paragraph only, you could 
add the same declaration to an internal or external style sheet to achieve this effect on all the 
paragraphs in a page or a whole site. For example, if I wanted all of the paragraphs in the 
bodyCopy section of my page to be indented 25 pixels, I might add the following declaration 
to my style sheet:

#bodyCopy p {text-indent: 25px;}

NOTE
On the printed page, such as in books and newspapers, paragraphs are indented to 
ease readability. But on the Web, the p tag automatically adds blank lines between 
paragraphs to ease readability, thus removing the need for additional indentations.

Line Breaks
You can also use the br tag to add a line break in your HTML page. Typing the br tag in 
HTML is the same as clicking the RETURN or ENTER key on your keyboard in a word processor. It 
causes the browser to stop printing text on that line and drop down to the next line on the page. 

Figure 4-3  The paragraph tag defines sections of text.



The following code uses the same nursery rhyme with line breaks instead of paragraph breaks 
between each line. Figure 4-4 shows how the browser would display this code.

NOTE
Earlier, I mentioned some HTML tags that don’t have closing versions. The tag used 
to add line breaks, br, is one such tag. To close the br tag, you add a space and a 
forward slash before the final bracket, as in: <br />.

<p> 
Jack and Jill went up a hill <br /> 
To catch a pail of water <br /> 
Jack fell down and broke his crown <br /> 
And Jill came tumbling after <br /> 
</p>

In most cases, it doesn’t matter if you click the RETURN or ENTER key after typing <br /> 
to begin again on the next line (as shown in the preceding code). In fact, that code would have 
the same output if you let all the text run together, as in the following example:

<p> 
Jack and Jill went up a hill<br />To catch a pail of water<br />Jack 
fell down and broke his crown<br />And Jill came tumbling after<br /> 
</p>

Unlike when using the p tag, which cannot be repeated to add multiple paragraph breaks in 
a row, you can use the br tag to add several line breaks. To do so, simply repeat the tag in your 
HTML file. Figure 4-5 shows how the browser renders this code.

<p> 
Jack and Jill went up a hill <br /><br /><br /><br /> To fetch a pail 
of water 
</p>

This tells the browser to stop 
and add a line break.

Because no closing tag exists for the 
br tag, XHTML requires you to add  
a space and a / just before the final >.

Figure 4-4  The browser understands the br tag as a signal to stop and begin again on 
the next line.



 

Preformat
The only time pressing the RETURN or ENTER key in your page creates line breaks in the browser 
view is when the pre tag is used. Short for preformat, the pre tag renders text in the browser 
exactly as you type it. Why, then, wouldn’t I just use the pre tag for everything, since it 
sounds so much easier? Two reasons:

● The pre tag usually displays text in a monospaced font, such as Courier, that looks similar 
to what a typewriter prints. While this may be appropriate for examples of programming 
code, it probably isn’t the look you want for your entire web site.

● The output isn’t guaranteed to remain as you envisioned it. Even though you’re able to 
use the TAB key to format text in the pre tag, browsers may interpret a tab as a greater or 
lesser number of spaces than your text editor did. This could cause any tables you lay out 
to render incorrectly.

With that said, the pre tag can be quite useful for displaying code examples or even creative 
illustrations.

<pre> 
This text will display exactly as I type it. Watch this: 
      x  |  o  |  o 
     --------------- 
      x  |  x  | 
     --------------- 
      o  |     |  x 
</pre>

Figure 4-5  You can use multiple br tags to add as many breaks as you want to your page.



Here’s how one browser displays the preceding code:

Quotation Blocks and Text Boxes
The blockquote tag gives you the option of setting off a long quotation or note that might 
otherwise get lost within a paragraph of text. This tag indents the entire selection on both the 
right and the left, and also adds a blank line above and below. The browser determines the 
exact amount of the indentation, so it may vary from browser to browser. The result of the 
following code is shown in Figure 4-6.

<p>Campers sleep in cabins that hold 10-12 people, including 2 college-age 
counselors. The girls’ cabins all have showers and toilets, whereas the boys 
share a latrine.</p> 
<blockquote>Would you like to see a video clip of a cabin? The cabin shown is 
called "Manana" and usually houses the oldest girls.</blockquote> 
<p>Each summer, campers, ages 12-18, come from all over the world to spend 3 
or 6 weeks at Chop Point. In recent years, we have had campers from foreign 
countries such as Italy, Switzerland, France, Canada, Mexico, Puerto Rico, 
Japan, Germany, Ireland and Brazil (just to name a few).</p>

TIP
You can include br or p tags within the content of your blockquote to create a 
group of text lines that are all indented. In addition, you can nest blockquote tags to 
indent text further.

To achieve a specific amount of indentation, as well as control the blank space above and 
below, you can use CSS’s margin and padding properties in your style sheet. Every element 
on a web page is contained within a box of sorts, or at least it’s considered a box in coding 

This tells the browser to begin 
indenting this section of text.

The browser continues to indent the text 
until it sees the closing blockquote tag.



 

standards. I use the following illustration to explain how style sheets handle box properties, 
specifically in relation to text boxes.

Border

Content box

Padding

Margin

Box width

In the preceding illustration, notice how the padding is actually contained within the 
borders of the text box. This means you can use the padding property in a style sheet to give 
the content a buffer zone of white space on one, two, three, or all four sides, as I did for the 
blockquote tag in the following example.

blockquote {padding-bottom: 25 px; 
   padding-top: 25px; 
   padding-right: 25px; 
   padding-left: 25px;}

Figure 4-6  Notice how the blockquote tag causes the text to be indented on both 
sides.



If you do specify a certain amount of padding, such as padding-right: 25px, those 25 pixels 
are subtracted from the total width of the content box. So if your box is 200 pixels wide by 
200 pixels tall, and you code a 25-pixel padding on all four sides, you are left with 150 pixels 
across and 150 pixels down for the actual content.

The margin property affects the buffer space outside the box boundaries, so it won’t 
subtract space from the overall size of the content box. As with the padding property, you can 
define the margins for one, two, three, or all four sides of the box, such as in the following:

p {margin-bottom: 25 px; 
   margin-top: 25px; 
   margin-right: 15px; 
   margin-left: 15px;}

TIP
You might think of margins and padding in terms of a framed painting. The padding 
affects how far the paint is from the edge of the canvas, while the margin corresponds 
to how wide the matte and/or frame is.

Horizontal Rules and Borders
One way you can separate sections of your web page is to use the hr tag. By default, this tag 
produces a thin, gray horizontal line called a horizontal rule.

<p>12/5</p> 
<p>Tonight’s homework is to read chapter 13. Be prepared to answer 
several questions about the chapter in class tomorrow.</p> 
<hr /> 
<p>W. Willard, Instructor<br /> 
Fall Semester</p>

Although many browsers display horizontal rules a bit differently, a basic one usually looks 
like that shown next.



 

NOTE
Because there is no closing tag for the hr tag (that is, you don’t use <hr></hr>), the 
W3C recommends using <hr /> to officially start and end this tag.

A better way to create horizontal rules involves the border properties shown in Table 4-1 in 
your style sheets. The use of style sheets to create rules on a web page is much more versatile 
than HTML. For example, not only can you create horizontal rules, but vertical rules as well. 
In addition, you can easily alter the size and style of rules on a page, and can place borders 
around all sorts of page elements—from images to paragraphs of text. The following bit of 
code shows an example of using the border property (instead of a horizontal rule) to add a 
single-pixel black line below a paragraph.

<p style="border-bottom-width:1px;border-color:#000;border-style:solid;">

NOTE
Did you see all those border style declarations and wonder if there was a simpler way 
to write them? There is. Using CSS shorthand, you could also write the following code to 
specify a single-pixel black border below a paragraph. While older web browsers had 
trouble with shorthand, all modern browsers understand such code without any trouble: 
<p style="border: 1px solid #000;">

Alignment
The normal text alignment depends on how text is read across the page in the browser’s default 
language. If text is read from left to right, the normal alignment is left. If text is read from right 
to left, however, the normal alignment is right. In either case, when text is aligned to one side 
or the other, the opposite side is ragged, in that it doesn’t continue all the way to the margin. 
When text does continue to both margins, it is called justified.

Table 4-1  Style Sheet Properties Used to Control Borders and Rules

Sample Property and Value Description Possible Values

border-bottom-width: thick 
border-left-width: 4px 
border-right-width: 6px 
border-top-width: thin 
border-width: medium

Controls sizes of an element’s borders, 
individually (any of the first four 
shown) or as a whole (border-width).

Can use length units or 
keywords (thin, medium,  
or thick).

border-color: #ffffff, #cccccc, 
#999999, #666666

Specifies the border’s color. Can use between one and 
four color values.

border-style: double Specifies the border’s style. Can use none, dotted, 
dashed, solid, double, groove, 
ridge, inset, or outset.



The text-align style sheet property allows you to realign text on your page in any of the 
following ways:

● left

● right

● center

● justify

One benefit of using style sheets in this area is that they also enable you to align text 
vertically with the vertical-align attribute, as listed in Table 4-2. (In standard HTML, the 
vertical alignment of text is only possible inside table cells.)

The following code provides an example of how embedded style sheets can change the text 
alignment of three different paragraphs. Figure 4-7 shows how the browser interprets this code.

<p style="text-align: right;">CHOP POINT is a summer camp devoted 
to teenagers that combines a strong residential camping program 
with the excitement of an adventurous trip program. Each summer, 80 
teenagers between the ages of twelve and eighteen come to Chop Point 
from all over the world to have one of the best summers of their 
lives. The camp is located two hours up the Maine coast in the town 
of Woolwich. The property includes 50 wooded acres of land at the end 
of a peninsula, and a mile of shoreline on picturesque and historic 
Merrymeeting Bay, along the Kennebec River.</p> 
<p style="text-align: center;">Buildings include a dining hall, a 
lodge, two homes, eight cabins, and a boathouse. The boathouse was 
renovated into a Library and Learning Center, housing staff and 
computers in the summer. Chop Point also has a full size athletic 
field, tennis courts, basketball courts, a volleyball court, a 
gymnasium, and a well-equipped waterfront facility.</p> 
<p style="text-align: justify;">We firmly believe our greatest asset 
is our top-notch staff. Sixteen counselors, having completed at least 
a year of college, come from throughout the world. They bring their 
skill, enthusiasm and love of teenagers to camp, and strive to be a 
genuine friend to each camper.</p>

Sample Property and Value Description Possible Values

text-align: left Changes the alignment of the text. Can be left, right, center, or justify.

vertical-align: text-bottom Allows text to be aligned vertically, 
without the use of tables.

Can be specified by relative 
keywords (baseline, middle, sub, 
super, text-top, text-bottom, top, 
bottom) or percentages. (Note: 
negative percentages result in text 
below the baseline.)

Table 4-2  Style Sheet Text Alignment Properties



 

But what if you wanted to justify all three of those paragraphs—would you have to add the 
same style sheet information to each p tag? Definitely not! For one thing, if you planned your 
page appropriately and separated the content areas with div tags, you could take advantage 
of that planning by adding the text-align property to the appropriate div selector in your style 
sheet, instead of any individual tags within each content area. For example, the following code 
shows how I named one division with the three paragraphs.

<div id="CampDescription"> 
<p>Paragraph 1</p> 
<p>Paragraph 2</p> 
<p>Paragraph 3</p> 
</div>

Then, in my site’s main style sheet, I use that name—CampDescription—when 
assigning the formatting of that section. Remember, the # before CampDescription is 
necessary because this isn’t a normal style sheet selector. Instead of using a tag as my selector, 
like <p>, I’ve made up my own selector and given it the name of CampDescription. And 
because I used the id attribute to do so (instead of the style attribute), I prefaced my selector 
name with a hash mark or pound sign.

#CampDescription {text-align: justify;}

This paragraph 
is aligned right.

This paragraph 
is centered.

This paragraph 
is justified.

Figure 4-7  The example code is illustrated here, showing different alignment possibilities 
for the text-align property.



BeginNew-TightBeginNew-TightBeginNew-Tight

Try This 4-1

NOTE
Beyond this most basic style of alignment, cascading style sheets also offer advanced 
alignment and positioning options. Refer to Chapter 12 for more details.

 Format Paragraphs and Page Elements
This initial project in Chapter 4 gives you practice in formatting paragraphs and other page 
elements using the p, blockquote, and div tags. Goals for this project include

● Using the div tag to format a section of the page

● Adding p tags to format the paragraphs

● Using the blockquote tag to format a long quotation

● Adding a horizontal rule to separate sections

NOTE
All the files needed to complete the projects in this book for Chop Point can be 
downloaded from www.wendywillard.com. In addition, you can view my version of the 
web site anytime by visiting www.choppoint.org.

 1. Open your text/HTML editor and load the index.html page saved from Try This 3-1. Make 
the following changes and save the file.

 2. Add two to five more paragraphs of text in between the existing paragraph(s) and the 
copyright information. Use a div tag and id attribute to contain these paragraphs in 
a section called “campOverview” (or something appropriate to your particular page 
content). If you are using Chop Point, you can use the text included in the .zip file, also 
shown after this numbered list.

 3. Add p tags around each of the paragraphs on the page.

 4. Add a quotation (also shown after this numbered list) in between two of the paragraphs. 
Format using the blockquote tag.

 5. Remove the two br tags and add a horizontal rule in between the last paragraph and the 
copyright information.

 6. Use a div tag and id attribute to contain the copyright information in a section called 
"footer".

 7. Open your web browser and choose File | Open Page (or Open File or Open, depending on 
the browser you are using). Locate the file index.html you just saved.

 8. Preview the page to check your work. If you need to make changes, return to your text 
editor to do so. After making any changes, save the file and switch back to the browser. 
Choose Refresh or Reload to preview the changes you just made.

www.wendywillard.com
www.choppoint.org


 

Added Paragraphs
The following paragraphs are the added text (mentioned previously, in Step 2) and can be 
added to your web page. The text is also included in the .zip file, which is available on my  
web site.

Chop Point received accreditation from the American Camping Association and opened 
as a camp in Maine in 1967. Before the founding of Chop Point, the property had been 
operated as Merrymeeting camp for over fifty years.

Chop Point Summer camp combines a strong residential camping program designed 
specifically for teenagers, with the excitement of an adventurous trip program. Each 
summer, 80 teenagers between the ages of twelve and eighteen come to Chop Point from 
all over the world to have one of the best summers of their lives. The camp is located 
two hours up the Maine coast in the town of Woolwich. The property includes 50 wooded 
acres of land at the end of a peninsula, and a mile of shoreline on picturesque and historic 
Merrymeeting Bay, on the Kennebec River.

Buildings include a dining hall, a lodge, two homes, eight cabins, a new state-of-the-art 
gymnasium, and a boathouse. The boathouse was renovated into a Library and Learning 
Center, housing staff and computers in the summer. Chop Point also has a full size athletic 
field, tennis courts, basketball courts, a volleyball court and a well-equipped waterfront 
facility.

Chop Point is a recognized non-profit organization and strives to keep campers’ and 
students’ fees as affordable as possible. To do this, and still maintain the level of 
programs that we offer, we rely somewhat on outside donations. We have been provided 
with generous support from former campers, students, staff and friends. Many of the 
major improvements to the grounds, facilities and equipment are a direct result of their 
commitment to Chop Point.

Quotation
The following quote is the added text (as mentioned previously in Step 4) and can be added to 
your web page. It is also included in the .zip file available from my web site.

What’s the greatest asset of Chop Point? Founder Peter Willard said it best: “We firmly 
believe our greatest asset is our top-notch staff. Sixteen counselors, having completed at 
least a year of college, come from throughout the world. They bring their skill, enthusiasm 
and love of teenagers to camp, and strive to be a genuine friend to each camper.”

Check Your Work
If you are using Chop Point, you can compare your files to the following code and Figure 4-8.

<!DOCTYPE html PUBLIC "-//W3C//DTD XHTML 1.0 Transitional//EN" 
"http://www.w3.org/TR/xhtml1/DTD/transitional.dtd"> 
<html> 
<head> 
<title> Chop Point Camp and School, located in Woolwich, Maine </title> 

(continued)



<style type="text/css"> 
body {background-color: #ffe188; 
      color: #602b00;} 
</style> 
</head> 
<body> 
<p>Chop Point </p> 
<p>Chop Point is a non-profit organization operating a summer camp and K-12 
school in Woolwich, Maine.</p> 
<div id="campOverview"> 
<p>Chop Point received accreditation from the American Camping Association 
and opened as a camp in Maine in 1967. Before the founding of Chop Point, the 
property had been operated as Merrymeeting camp for over fifty years. </p> 
<p>Chop Point Summer camp combines a strong residential camping program 
designed specifically for teenagers, with the excitement of an adventurous trip 
program. Each summer, 80 teenagers between the ages of twelve and eighteen 
come to Chop Point from all over the world to have one of the best summers 

Figure 4-8 If you’re using Chop Point, your page might look similar to this.



 

of their lives. The camp is located two hours up the Maine coast in the town 
of Woolwich. The property includes 50 wooded acres of land at the end of a 
peninsula, and a mile of shoreline on picturesque and historic Merrymeeting 
Bay, on the Kennebec River.</p> 
<p>Buildings include a dining hall, a lodge, two homes, eight cabins, a new 
state-of-the-art gymnasium, and a boathouse. The boathouse was renovated into 
a Library and Learning Center, housing staff and computers in the summer. Chop 
Point also has a full size athletic field, tennis courts, basketball courts, a 
volleyball court and a well-equipped waterfront facility.</p> 
<blockquote>What's the greatest asset of Chop Point? Founder Peter Willard said 
it best: "We firmly believe our greatest asset is our top-notch staff. Sixteen 
counselors, having completed at least a year of college, come from throughout 
the world. They bring their skill, enthusiasm and love of teenagers to camp, 
and strive to be a genuine friend to each camper."</blockquote> 
<p>Chop Point is a recognized non-profit organization and strives to keep 
campers' and students' fees as affordable as possible. To do this, and still 
maintain the level of programs that we offer, we rely somewhat on outside 
donations. We have been provided with generous support from former campers, 
students, staff and friends. Many of the major improvements to the grounds, 
facilities and equipment are a direct result of their commitment to Chop 
Point.</p> 
</div> 
<hr> 
<div id="footer"> 
&copy; Chop Point Inc. 
</div> 
</body> 
</html>

Page elements can be aligned and formatted using the p tag or the div tag. Because text 
and element formatting are used on almost every web page, practicing and understanding the 
capabilities for doing so within HTML is important.

Extra Credit
Try reformatting the page you just completed using an internal style sheet. Some formatting 
possibilities could be to

● Justify the paragraphs contained within the campOverview section.

● Specify that the paragraph contained within the blockquote tag should be indented  
20 pixels on the left only (with no indentation on the right).

● Remove the hr tag and instead add the border above the footer using the border property 
in your style sheet.



Add Headings
One of the earliest means of formatting text was the heading tag. It is available in six levels of 
importance from <h1> down to <h6>, as shown in the following code and in Figure 4-9. You 
might think of these headers as headlines for chunks of text.

<!DOCTYPE html PUBLIC "-//W3C//DTD XHTML 1.0 Transitional//EN" 
"http://www.w3.org/TR/xhtml1/DTD/transitional.dtd"> 
<html> 
<head> 
     <title>Header Example</title> 
</head> 
<body> 
<h1>This is an example of a level 1 header. </h1> 
<p>This is the text that follows the level 1 header. This is the text 
that follows the level 1 header. This is the text that follows the 
level 1 header.</p> 
<h2>This is an example of a level 2 header.</h2> 
<p>This is the text that follows the level 2 header. This is the text 
that follows the level 2 header. This is the text that follows the 
level 2 header.</p> 
<h3>This is an example of a level 3 header.</h3> 
<p>This is the text that follows the level 3 header. This is the text 
that follows the level 3 header. This is the text that follows the 
level 3 header.</p> 
<h4>This is an example of a level 4 header.</h4> 
<p>This is the text that follows the level 4 header. This is the text 
that follows the level 4 header. This is the text that follows the 
level 4 header.</p> 
<h5>This is an example of a level 5 header.</h5> 
<p>This is the text that follows the level 5 header. This is the text 
that follows the level 5 header. This is the text that follows the 
level 5 header.</p> 
<h6>This is an example of a level 6 header.</h6> 
<p>This is the text that follows the level 6 header. This is the text 
that follows the level 6 header. This is the text that follows the 
level 6 header.</p> 
</body> 
</html>

Heading tags are similar to the headings you might use in a word processor like Microsoft 
Word. They are also like headings in outlines because they should only be used in the proper 
order, from h1 down to h6.

For example, you wouldn’t create an outline that began with a small letter a and was 
followed by the Roman numeral I. Instead, you would begin with the Roman numeral I, follow 

This is the opening tag that tells the browser to begin treating this text as a level-1 header.

This closing tag tells the browser to stop 
treating the text as a level-1 header and 
to return to the default text formatting.



 

that with a capital A, and, most likely, follow it with a number 1. In like manner, an <h1> 
should be followed by an <h2>, as opposed to an <h3>.

NOTE
Using a heading tag automatically adds breaks before and after the heading because 
these tags are block-level container tags.

You use the heading tags to tell the browser which pieces of text function as headings, and 
then specify how to style them with CSS. So, you could quickly adjust the alignment of your 
headings with an inline style by using <h3 style="text-align: right;">. Likewise, 
you could use h3 as a selector in an internal style sheet (placed in between the opening and 
closing head tags on your page) to specify the formatting options of all level-3 headings on the 
page.

<style type="text/css"> 
h3 {text-align: right;} 
</style>

Figure 4-9  Six levels of heading tags exist, with h1 producing large text that is approximately 
24 points in size by default, and h6 creating small text sized at 8 or 9 points 
by default.



Add Logical Emphasis to Sections of Text
HTML allows for different types of formatting tags to add emphasis. Most of the tags available 
can be classified under one of two styles:

● Logical

● Physical

You might consider logical styles to be similar to a person’s personality traits, whereas 
physical styles more closely resemble a person’s physical appearance.

Logical Styles
Logical styles define how the affected text is to be used on the page, not how it will be displayed. 
This means the browser ultimately decides how to display the text (see Table 4-3). For example, 
if you were writing the HTML for the first sentence in this paragraph, you could use the dfn tag 
to tell the browser the phrase “logical styles” should be highlighted as a defined term.

<dfn>Logical styles</dfn> define how the affected text will be used on 
the page.

NOTE
The h (heading) tag is also a type of logical style.

Table 4-3  Logical Styles in HTML

Tag Description Typical Graphical Browser Display

<abbr> Indicates an abbreviation. Not displayed in graphical browsers 
(each letter is spoken in audio browsers)

<acronym> Indicates an acronym. Not displayed in graphical browsers 
(each letter is spoken in audio browsers)

<cite> Marks a reference to another source or a short 
quotation.

Italic

<code> Displays a code example. Monospace font (such as Courier)

<dfn> Highlights a definition or defined term. Italic

<em> Provides general emphasis. Italic

<kbd> Identifies text a user will enter (kbd is short for 
keyboard).

Monospace font (such as Courier)

<samp> Describes sample text or code, typically output 
from a program.

Monospace font (such as Courier)

<strong> Provides a stronger general emphasis than 
with <em>.

Bold

<var> Suggests a word or phrase that is variable 
and should be replaced with a specific value.

Italic



 

In the previous example, the dfn tag would tell the browser to differentiate between the 
phrase “logical styles” and the rest of the sentence. Exactly how it does so depends on the 
different browsers, but most browsers display it as italicized text.

All logical styles must be opened and closed when they are used in an HTML document. 
Figure 4-10 shows how these tags are typically displayed.

Physical Styles
Contrary to logical styles, physical styles define how to display the affected text. For the most 
part, these styles display the same, regardless of the browser type. Because they are more reliable 
with regard to browser display, physical styles are more frequently used than logical styles.

As shown in Table 4-4, all physical styles need to be opened and closed when used in 
HTML documents. A visual representation of these styles is available in Figure 4-11.

Figure 4-10 Here’s how a Mozilla browser (in this case, Firefox) displays logical styles.



Table 4-4  Physical Styles in HTML

Tag Description

<b> Bold

<big> Increases the font size by 1 each time it is used (maximum size is 7, default size is 3)

<i> Italic

<tt> typewriter font

<small> Decreases the font size by 1 each time it is used (minimum size is 1, default size is 3)

<sub> subscript

<sup> superscript

Figure 4-11 This screen shows how physical styles are typically rendered.



 

Emphasis with Style Sheets
There are style sheet properties available for each of the HTML physical and logical styles. 
CSS also enables you to add emphasis in many ways not possible with HTML. For example, 
while HTML only permits you to add underlines to text, CSS includes properties capable of 
creating overlines. That and other commonly used properties are listed in Table 4-5.

Table 4-5  CSS Properties Used to Add Emphasis

Sample Property  
and Value Description Possible Values Notes
font-style: italic Changes the style of the text, 

causing it to appear vertical 
or slightly slanted. Similar to 
using <i> in HTML.

Can be normal, italic, or oblique. Italic and oblique 
appear the same in 
most cases.

font-variant: small Lets you specify text as 
small capitals.

Can use normal or small caps. n/a

font-weight: bold Changes how heavy or thick 
the font appears. Similar to 
using <b> in HTML.

Can use keywords (normal, bold, bolder, 
lighter) or numbers (100, 200, 300…900). 
Normal is 400, bold is 700; bolder and 
lighter cause the weight to be one step 
lighter or darker than the rest of the text.

Some browsers only 
understand normal and 
bold.

letter-spacing: 
10em

Changes the spacing 
between the letters. 
Similar to kerning in 
other programs and print 
methods.

Can be specified by a length value (such 
as 5em) or the keyword normal.

Negative values provide 
for a tighter, more 
condensed display, 
where letters run 
together.

line-height: 2 Changes the spacing 
between lines. Similar to 
leading in other programs 
and print methods.

Can be specified as a percentage of the 
font size (such as 200% to achieve a 
“double-spaced” look), multiples of the 
font size (1.5 or 2), lengths (72px), or 
with the keyword normal.

n/a

text-decoration: 
overline

Lets you alter the 
appearance of the text in a 
variety of ways.

Can use none, underline, overline, line-
through, or blink.

Non-linked text defaults 
to none, while linked text 
defaults to underline.

text-transform: 
uppercase

Changes the case of the text. Can use none, capitalize (capitalizes 
all words), uppercase (makes all letters 
uppercase), or lowercase (makes all 
letters lowercase).

n/a

word-spacing: 
20em

Changes the spacing 
between words. Similar to 
tracking in other programs 
or print methods.

Can be specified by a length value (such 
as 20em) or the keyword normal.

Negative values provide 
for a tighter, more 
condensed display 
where words run 
together.



Style Sections of Text by  
Changing Font Characteristics

Before you begin changing the font characteristics of a web page, you should note that visitors 
to your web site have the ultimate control over these font characteristics. The following screen 
shows how the user can customize one browser. Users can even choose to use their fonts, 
overriding page-specified fonts, so you should consider these tags as recommendations for the 
browser, but never rely on them for your page display.

Sample Property  
and Value Description Possible Values Notes

font-stretch: wider Lets you expand and 
condense characters in fonts.

Can be absolute keywords  
(ultra-condensed, extra-condensed, 
condensed, semi-condensed, normal, 
semi-expanded, expanded, extra-
expanded, ultra-expanded) or relative 
keywords (wider and narrower).

Browser support varies.

text-shadow: 10px, 
20px, 5px, blue

Allows for text to have a 
shadow effect.

Can specify a length value for both the 
top and left side of the shadow, as well 
as a color and optional color blur radius. 
(Commas separate these values.)

Browser support varies.

Table 4-5  CSS Properties Used to Add Emphasis (continued)



 

In this example, the browser would first look for Gill Sans.

Font Faces
When used in conjunction with the term font, the term face refers to the name of the font 
you’d like to use on your page. In style sheets, we specify the font face with the font-family 
property.

You can use the font-family property to specify virtually any font name you can think of, 
but the person viewing your web page will be unable to see your page in that font face unless 
he already has it loaded on his computer. So, if you specify your page to be displayed in Gill 
Sans font, but the person viewing your page doesn’t have Gill Sans, he will see your page in 
the browser’s default font face (usually Times New Roman).

<p style="font-family:'gill sans';">This text will be displayed in 
Gill Sans.</p>

To compensate for the possibility that not all visitors will have the font you specify, you 
can specify backup fonts in the value of the font-family property. If the browser cannot find 
the first font face listed on the viewer’s computer, it then looks for the second font face, and 
the third, and so forth until it comes up with a match. Once again, if the browser doesn’t find a 
font face listed in your HTML file that is actually installed on the viewer’s system, it displays 
the page in the default font (usually Times New Roman).

NOTE
This process of providing a backup font name is also referred to as cascading.

<p style="font-family:'gill sans', verdana, arial, helvetica;">Here I 
have given the browser four choices, in hopes that it will find one of 
them on the viewer's system.</p>

In the previous code, the browser first looks for Gill Sans. If it doesn’t find that font face, it 
looks for Verdana, followed by Arial and Helvetica. If none of those font faces is available, it 
would display the text in the browser’s default font.

Several font faces have become quite popular on the Web. This is because these faces offer 
the best chance of being installed on a majority of viewers’ systems. In addition, most of these 
fonts have been found to be more readable on the Web than others. (See http://dev.opera.com/
articles/view/fonts-for-web-design-a-primer/ for a nice comparison of the most readable web 
fonts.) Table 4-6 shows many readable font faces for your pages.

The more products a font ships with, the more likely it is that viewers of your web site 
will have the font installed. The information on the availability of fonts was drawn from 
Microsoft’s discussion on web typography, and Visibone’s font survey. To learn more, visit 
www.microsoft.com/typography/ and www.visibone.com/font/FontResults.html.

When a style sheet value includes a space, as this 
one does, use single quotes to contain the value.

www.microsoft.com/typography/
www.visibone.com/font/FontResults.html
http://dev.opera.com/articles/view/fonts-for-web-design-a-primer/
http://dev.opera.com/articles/view/fonts-for-web-design-a-primer/


TIP
Font names may be a bit different across computer systems. Therefore, I recommend 
using lowercase names and sometimes even including two possible names for the same 
font. For example, the font Comic Sans can sometimes be installed as Comic Sans or 
Comic Sans MS. You can code your page to allow for both instances by using: 'comic 
sans, comic sans ms'.

Font Sizes
You can also use style sheets to change the size of the text. This is accomplished with the font-
size property and any of the following possible values, as in: font-size: 12pt.

● Keyword xx-small, x-small, small, medium, large, x-large, or 
xx-large

● Relative size Smaller or larger

● Absolute size Number followed by the unit, as in 12pt (for 12 point) or 8px (for 8 pixels)

Font Name Example Text Availability

Arial ABCdefg 123456 !?@ At least 99% of Windows and Mac systems

Arial Black ABCdefg 123456 !?@ At least 97% of Windows and Mac systems

Arial Narrow ABCdefg 123456 !?@ At least 84% of Windows and Mac systems

Century Gothic ABCdefg 123456 !?@ At least 80% of Windows and 60% of Mac systems

Comic Sans MS ABCdefg 123456 !?@ At least 96% of Windows and Mac systems

Courier ABCdefg 123456 !?@ At least 97% of Windows and Mac systems

Courier New ABCdefg 123456 !?@ At least 96% of Windows and Mac systems

Georgia ABCdefg 123456 !?@ At least 95% of Windows and Mac systems

Helvetica ABCdefg 123456 !?@ At least 88% of Windows and 99% of Mac systems

Impact ABCdefg 123456 !?@ At least 95% of Windows and 84% of Mac systems

Tahoma ABCdefg 123456 !?@ At least 88% of Windows and 55% of Mac systems

Times ABCdefg 123456 !?@ At least 87% of Windows and 99% of Mac systems

Times New Roman ABCdefg 123456 !?@ At least 98% of Windows and Mac systems

Trebuchet MS ABCdefg 123456 !?@ At least 96% of Windows and Mac systems

Verdana ABCdefg 123456 !?@ At least 98% of Windows and Mac systems

Table 4-6  Popular and Widely Supported Web Fonts



 

Table 4-7 attempts to explain how the font-size keywords correlate to other text sizing 
measurements. I use the word “attempts” because text sizes can vary greatly given the 
operating system and browser used to display text.

Although these sizes loosely correspond to the point sizes you use in a word processor, 
most text in a web page looks a bit smaller on a Mac than it does on a PC (because the two 
systems render type differently). Figures 4-12 and 4-13 show how the same text sizes might 
appear differently on a Mac and a PC.

Q: If I want to use a font that is not listed in Table 4-6, what are my options?

A: Great question. Say, for example, you’re working on a web site for someone whose logo 
contains a fairly unique font not normally found on most users’ systems. You should 
definitely include the logo as an image, to ensure it displays consistently across the widest 
possible audience. But you would never want to include all the text on a site in images 
because that text wouldn’t be searchable or accessible by non-image-based browsers (such 
as those used by vision-impaired readers or some mobile phone browsers).

So does that mean you’re limited to only the fonts listed in Table 4-6? For the bulk of 
the text on your site, yes. But, you could use images or Flash-based font-replacement tools 
for display text (such as titles and quotes) to add a little pizzazz to your pages. (Check out 
Mike Davidson’s sIFR tool for one such option that replaces each letter with a copy in the 
correct font, saved on your web server: www.mikeindustries.com/blog/sifr)

Ask the Expert

Table 4-7  Font Sizes

Default HTML Font Sizes HTML Headings CSS Absolute-Size Values Approximate Point Size

1 h6 xx-small 8

  x-small 9

2 h5 small 10

3 h4 medium 12

4 h3 large 14

5 h2 x-large 16

6 h1 xx-large 18

7   24

www.mikeindustries.com/blog/sifr


Figure 4-13 This screen shows the same text sizes displayed on a Windows-based PC.

Figure 4-12 This screen shows how the page displays on a Mac.



 

NOTE
Recent versions of browsers that run on the Mac allow users to specify whether they 
want pages to be displayed in the standard Mac font size, or that of typical Windows-
based PCs.

Font Colors
As discussed in Chapter 3, the CSS color property is used to change the color of any item in 
the foreground of a web page, including text. Alternatively, the background-color property is 
used to change the color of anything in the background of a web page. This means you can 
attach two color characteristics to a single paragraph, for instance. The following code shows 
how this might be done to add a yellow highlight behind some purple text with an inline  
style sheet.

<p style="color: purple;background-color: yellow;">Remember to bring 
your notebooks back to class tomorrow, because we will be starting a 
new unit in English Literature.</p>

Quick Reference
In summary, Table 4-8 lists the most common style-sheet properties used to alter font 
characteristics.

Sample Property 
and Value Description Possible Values Notes

font-family: verdana Changes the font 
face.

Can use font names. Multiple 
values are separated by commas.

n/a

font-size: 14pt Changes the size of 
the text.

Can use absolute or relative 
sizes. Absolute sizes can be 
specified with a numeric value 
and a unit (such as 12pt) or 
a keyword (xx-small, x-small, 
small, medium, large, x-large, 
xx-large). Relative keywords are 
larger and smaller.

The default is 
usually medium, but 
the size ultimately 
depends on the 
user’s browser and 
platform.

color: black Changes the text 
color.

Can use hexadecimal code: 
#000000, RGB values: rgb 
(0,0,0), or color names: black.

n/a

background-color: 
#336699

Changes the 
background color of 
a page or element.

Can use hexadecimal code: 
#000000, RGB values: rgb  
(0, 0, 0), or color names: black.

Can be used with 
many types of 
elements (not just 
text).

Table 4-8  Style Sheet Properties Used to Alter Font Characteristics



Try This 4-2 Add Styles to Your Web Page
Returning to the index.html page, let’s vary the font characteristics of the text on that page and 
add some physical and logical styles. Goals for this project include

● Adding emphasis to the page where necessary

● Changing the face, size, and color of the text on a page

 1. Open your text/HTML editor and load the index.html page saved from Try This 4-1.

 2. Make “Chop Point” a level-1 heading.

 3. Add “Summer Camp” as a level-2 heading in between the first and second paragraphs, 
contained within the campOverview section. Align this heading to the center of the page.

 4. Add emphasis to the phrase “Chop Point” in the first paragraph.

 5. Change the font face of the first paragraph to one listed in Table 4-6.

 6. Change the size of the first paragraph to be approximately 14pt.

 7. Change the font face of the campOverview section to a different one than was used earlier.

 8. Change the font size of the campOverview section to be approximately 12pt.

 9. Change the color of the footer text to a lighter color than the rest of the text on the page.

Sample Property 
and Value Description Possible Values Notes

font-size-adjust: 1.5 Adjusts the font size, 
according to which 
font is actually used to 
display the page, in 
cases where several 
fonts of different sizes 
are specified in the 
font-family property.

Can be none or a decimal value. 
None specifies no size adjusting 
should take place. When size 
adjusting is needed, specify the 
amount of change necessary using 
a decimal value (such as .75).

Browser support 
varies.

font-weight: bold Selects the weight of 
the font.

Can use keywords or a numeric 
value (100, 200, 300, 400, 500, 
600, 700, 800, 900), where 700 
is “bold” and 400 is “normal.” 
Can also use relative keywords: 
bolder and lighter.

n/a

font-style: italic Selects between 
normal (Roman) and 
italic faces within a 
font family.

Can use keywords normal, italic, 
or oblique.

n/a

Table 4-8  Style Sheet Properties Used to Alter Font Characteristics (continued)



 

 10. Change the font size of the footer section to be approximately 10pt.

 11. Open your web browser and choose File | Open Page (or Open File or Open, depending on 
the browser you are using). Locate the file index.html you just saved.

TIP
If you’re using Internet Explorer and don’t immediately see the File menu in your 
browser, press the ALT key on your keyboard to display the File menu.

 12. Preview the page to check your work. If you need to make changes, return to your text editor 
to make changes. After making any changes, save the file and switch back to the browser. 
Choose Refresh or Reload to preview the changes you just made. If you are using Chop Point 
to complete this exercise, you can compare your files to the following code and Figure 4-14.

Figure 4-14  If you’re working on a page for Chop Point, the results might be similar to this.

(continued)



HTML Code

<!DOCTYPE html PUBLIC "-//W3C//DTD XHTML 1.0 Transitional//EN" 
"http://www.w3.org/TR/xhtml1/DTD/transitional.dtd"> 
<html> 
<head> 
<title> Chop Point Camp and School, located in Woolwich, Maine </title> 
<style type="text/css"> 
body {background-color: #ffe188; 
      color: #602b00;} 
#footer {font-size: 10px; 
      color: gray;} 
#campOverview {font-size: 12pt; 
      font-family: verdana;} 
</style> 
</head> 
<body> 
<h1>Chop Point</h1> 
<p style="font-family: georgia; font-size: 14pt;"><em>Chop Point</em> is a 
nonprofit organization operating a summer camp and K-12 school in Woolwich, 
Maine.</p> 
<div id="campOverview"> 
<h2 style="text-align: center;">Summer Camp</h2> 
<p>Chop Point received accreditation from the American Camping Association 
and opened as a camp in Maine in 1967. Before the founding of Chop Point, the 
property had been operated as Merrymeeting camp for over fifty years. </p> 
<p>Chop Point Summer camp combines a strong residential camping program 
designed specifically for teenagers, with the excitement of an adventurous trip 
program. Each summer, 80 teenagers between the ages of twelve and eighteen 
come to Chop Point from all over the world to have one of the best summers 
of their lives. The camp is located two hours up the Maine coast in the town 
of Woolwich. The property includes 50 wooded acres of land at the end of a 
peninsula, and a mile of shoreline on picturesque and historic Merrymeeting 
Bay, on the Kennebec River.</p> 
<p>Buildings include a dining hall, a lodge, two homes, eight cabins, a new 
state-of-the-art gymnasium, and a boathouse. The boathouse was renovated into 
a Library and Learning Center, housing staff and computers in the summer. Chop 
Point also has a full size athletic field, tennis courts, basketball courts, a 
volleyball court and a well-equipped waterfront facility.</p> 
<blockquote>What's the greatest asset of Chop Point? Founder Peter Willard said 
it best: "We firmly believe our greatest asset is our top-notch staff. Sixteen 
counselors, having completed at least a year of college, come from throughout 
the world. They bring their skill, enthusiasm and love of teenagers to camp, 
and strive to be a genuine friend to each camper."</blockquote> 
<p>Chop Point is a recognized non-profit organization and strives to keep 
campers' and students' fees as affordable as possible. To do this, and still 
maintain the level of programs that we offer, we rely somewhat on outside 
donations. We have been provided with generous support from former campers, 
students, staff and friends. Many of the major improvements to the grounds, 



 

facilities and equipment are a direct result of their commitment to Chop 
Point.</p> 
</div> 
<hr> 
<div id="footer"> 
&copy; Chop Point Inc. 
</div> 
</body> 
</html>

Summary
HTML and CSS both enable you to add emphasis to your pages, although CSS offers more 
options than HTML. The key issue when emphasizing certain sections of text onscreen is to 
make sure your pages are readable and usable to the widest possible audience.


